Communiclock - Radio Controlled Talking Clock
Code: RNIB-CC53
Price: £39.95 incl. VAT
Date: 21/04/2019
VAT Relief Eligible: Yes (£33.29 with VAT relief)
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

At the push of the large black button, this Radio Controlled Talking Clock will announce the time in a loud & clear
high quality English male voice. To hear the time & date on this radio controlled talking clock simply hold this button.
Battery operated 4 x AA (not included) or mains powered (adapter sold separately)
Rotary volume control slider for optimal audio control
Large speaker grill for high quality and crystal clear audio
Hourly announcement option available: When enabled the time will be announced on the hour, every hour
The Radio Controlled Accuracy of this clock removes the need for manual programming and includes automatic
updates for irregular months, leap years, and changes between daylight savings in the summer/winter.

How the time & date are spoken
The format of how the time is spoken is as follows: "The time is 7:37am".
The format of the date is as follows: "The date is Date, Month, Year and Day".

Alzheimer's & Dementia - What we like about this product
Some people with Alzheimer's & dementia, or any memory impairment, find great comfort in hearing the time or date
spoken in a clear voice.
They also may find the verbal format easier to understand than viewing the time on a visual clock.
A talking clock can also help knowing that the clock is always there to "tell" the time when you require it, instead of a
conventional clock that always shows the time. With the radio controlled talking clock the time can be heard upon
request.

International Customers
Please note that the Radio Controlled feature of this clock does not work outside of the UK. All other features &
functions work as described.
The only difference is that the time must be manually set on arrival, and the clock may lose/gain small amounts of
time over months/years.

How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is RNIB-CC53.

